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Description of Entry: Near the start of each month, a brief security reminder is posted on the BPD intranet (PDWeb).  Written by the 
OIT Security Analysis Branch, it provides yet another venue for our multi-faceted security awareness program.  Although each 
month’s reminder gets its own page on PDWeb, our intranet “Security Zone” pages  (the location for all of our branch’s intranet 
presence) provide an archive directory of previous monthly security reminders for employees to reference at any time.  This 
practice has been in place since 2001, so we have quite an archive of useful monthly security reminders.

PDWeb’s homepage (which employees see upon start-up each day) always shows the title of whatever intranet webpage has been 
posted that day (and the previous few days), under a prominent banner entitled “What’s New on PDWeb.” It is important to have 
an intriguing title to promote readership, and June 2008 provides a good example of one of our monthly security reminders.     

In this particular month, the dangers of social networking websites is discussed.  Facebook, LinkedIn, and other such services have 
seen incredible growth this past year, and we wanted to highlight some security concerns related to Public Debt.  Other topics this 
past year included password storage, tales of USB drives lost and found, true stories of employee virus experiences, etc.

Please note that when it comes to website design, we have to abide by the prerequisites for PDWeb.  Thus, our monthly security 
reminder webpages, while providing interesting tidbits of security awareness, may not dazzle judges for their use of graphics, 
animation, video, etc.  We merely provide the written text each month to the group which controls PDWeb.  However, these 
intranet webpages have proven to be a popular way to inculcate our employees with an appreciation for good security practices.

Page 3 shows an example of the PDWeb Homepage, although from February, since June was no longer available.  As you can see, 
the monthly security reminder is displayed prominently.  Employees know that a simple click will lead them to a quick and 
educational story about security (in February, it was an employee telling her story of a virus incident at home).
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